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PART ONE

Characteristics of the Industry

that have a Bearing on Price Problems

A COORDINATED program of research must necessarily be J

formulated with reference to the organization and opera-
tion of the industry under consideration and the problems
and conditions that determine its price structure as well as
its price trends and policies. For this reason the major eco
nomic characteristics of the bituminous coal industry that
have a bearing on price and related problems are summa-
rized briefly to give those not familiar with the general con-
ditions in this industry a background for a better under-
standing of the program of studies outlined in Part II.
Because of limitation of space and, more especially, because
of the lack of essential data concerning important aspects of
the industry, this statement of economic characteristics is
sketchy. It should be modified and amplified as the studies
proposed in Part II are made.

A THE BITUMINOUS COAL INDUSTRY
Bituminous coal holds a strategic place in the industrial
order as a vast storehouse of heat and power, the utilization
of which involves the livelihood of some 462,000 wage earn-
ers as well as tens of thousands of proprietors and salaried
officers and employees. In 1q35 it contributed 19.0 per cent
of the total value of all minerals and 29.2 per cent of the
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value of all fuels producc(f iti the United States. Only the
petroleum industry surpassed it in value of product and
these two industries accounted for 46 per C(flt of the total
value of all mineral products. Table i indicates the gleater
importance of the fuel industries, particularly Petroleum
and bILUIUIIIOUS coal, as conipared with gold, silver, topper,
iron ore, and zinc mining.

Value of Mineral Products, UIIite(1 States, I95

I'Eu4)L(:r

Metals
Copper. alcs 'Jilie
Gold
Iron ore
Silver
Zinc, sales value

Fuel
Anthracite coal, l'e.tria.
Bit uniinous coal
Natutal gas
Natural gaaoliuie
Petroleum

Total metallic products
Total mineral fuels 2

Total non-metallic products 3

L'nspecillcd
Total mineral products

I Minerals Yearbook, 1936, pp. -l'-13
2 Approximate.
3 Exclusive of mineral fuels.

As usually defined, the bituminous coal industry in.
cludes only the mining of bituminous coal and its distribu-
tion by those who produce it. With respect to the issues
involved in an examination of price levels and price poli-
cies, this definition is too restricted in scope; for a substan-
tial portion of the total production of bituminous coal is
marketed by sales agencies that are not afliliated with oper-
ating companies and the mine price is, and has been for
over a decade, determined largely hr market rather than by
mine factors.

TABLE 1

'. tI.UI. 01 I'goui,:r
I'LR(.}5T%GF
OF lOJ

$ 63.295.000 '.7
I2].Il9I5 3.4

$2.$61,000 2.2
i3,O.'o,57ti 09
3t).272,(JuO I_u

207.600,000 5.6
1i99.9ousJs 19.0
422,(XXJ,(%J4) 11.4

2.0
991,0,1)00 27.0
721,600,UIN) 19.6

2.397,0Oo,cxo 65.0
553,&J0O,U(J0 15.0

1400,Opo 0.4
3.t4t.IJO0,0lJ(j 104)0
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The conversion of bituminous coal into heat and power
requires the services and cooperation of three industries.
The first is mining, which involves the recovery of coal, its
preparation for the market, and its delivery to railroad cars,
barges, or trucks at the mine.

The second industry is transportation, by rail, inland
and coastwise water carriage, and truck. Of the coal loaded
at the mines for shipment in 1934, 90.2 per cent was traiis-
ported by rail, 4.4 per cent by waterways, and 5.4 per cent
by trucks or wagons. These figures conceal the considerable
tonnage that is carried by combined rail and water routes
to Tidewater and the Great Lakes trade. The trucking of
coal has been increasing rapidly since iqq. The impor-
tance of bituminous coal to the railroads is indicated by the
percentage it constitutes of their total freightfrom one-
fourth to one-third. Because coal is dumped from mine
cars into railroad cars, barges, and trucksthe storage of
coal at the mine being at present held impracticable by the
operatorsmining and transportation are frequently re-
garded as one continuous process. The student of prices,
however, must treat these two services as distinct, since
transportation charges constitute a substantial portion of the
total price paid by the large industrial consumeron the
average an amount somewhat larger than that paid to
the mine operator. Important also is the tendency of freight
rates to rigidity, while mine prices are subject to marked
fluctuations. As a result, the combined prices, f.o.b. cars on
the tracks at destination, are far more stable than mineprices

alone.
The third allied industry is marketing. In a typical week

during the winter months of 1934 the bituminous coal mines
loaded about ii,000 railroad cars holding approximately
7,000,000 tons of coal. These 131,000 cars were gathered
from some 6,000 mines in thirty odd states and the coal was
delivered to at least 90,000 carload lot buyers and to millions

of consumers, mostly householders, who purchase coal in less

than carload lots.
To understand the behavior of bituminouscoal prices tile

5CHARACTEkISTICS OF THE INDUSTRY
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impact of the prices paid for competing kids ilmst be studkl
as well as the prices paid for the SCFV1CCS f)Crformed by

ead
of the three interiela ted i 11(1 ustri es. However, the prie
problems of competing sources of energy fall

Outside this
Committee's assignment.

B KINDS OF BITtJMINOIjs COAL.
Bituminous coal is a general term embracing

several coals
that vary in chemical composition, physical structure and
burning characteristics. The engineer classifies them On the
basis of the moisture, fixed carbon, and volatile matter con-
tent, the controlling factors being the fixed carbon and the
volatile matter. On this basis the coals comiiionlydesignated
as bituminous are ranked, in descending scale, as bitumi-
nous, subbiturninous, and lignite. Each rank includes two
or more subclasses. The bor(ler lines between the several
ranks are not clear-cut. Chemical analysis reveals differejc
in coals that affect their burning char cteristics_jmpornt
variations with respect to such factors as the moisture, stil.
phur, ash, phosphorous, fixed carbon, and volatile matter
content as well as heat value and fusibility of ash. Other
characteristics of coals that affect their suitability for cer-
tain uses and are not yet subject to exact measurement in-
clude friability, grindability, and free burning, coking, and
caking qualities.

Coals are commonly classifiedon the basis of volatile
matter containedinto low, medium, and high volatile.
There is a wide (lifference of opinion among bituminous
operators as to where the lines should he drawn. The most
authoritative definition is contained in the tentative specifi-
cations for classification of coals by rank adopted by the
American Society for Testing Materials on the recommen-
dation of a committee of the American Standai-ds Associa-
tion: low volatile, more than 14 but not more than 22 per
cent; medium volatile, inure thai) 22 l)Ht not more than i
per cent: and high volatile, more than ' i pem cent. The vola-
tile contents are on a dry basis.' \Vithin any one grade as
1 Proceedings ol the gth Annual Meeting. Vol. 36, 1936, Pait 1, p. 813.
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well as between grades there are gradations in chemical and

ice
physical characteristics and therefore in quality that deter-

mine both the suitability of coals for various uses and the
prices they can command in competitive markets.

In the conunercial market, coal is classified primarily on
the basis of the 'use' to which it is to be put, such as domestic
(mostly household), steam, gas, bunker, coking, by-product.

as and smithing. Certain coals may fall into several use classes,

each of which may be subdivided to meet consumers' re-
t e quirements or preferences and the type of burning equip-
on- meat utilized. Size is another factor that enters into the use
the classification. The variety of commercial sizes is surprisingly
ted larger depending upon the size and shape of the screen open-
mi- ings in use and the consumer's needs or preferences. The
two broad classes, in order of size, are lump or block, egg, nut,
era! and slack or screenings. A single mine may produce and sell

ces forty or more sizes as the result of mixing in varying propor-

tant tions and combinations two or more of the primary sizes.

sul- Coal not screened is t&rmed 'mine run'.
tter The above analysis makes it clear that there are many

they kinds of bituminous coals and that these coals differ in

cer- chemical compositiofl physical structure, burning charac-

t in- teristics, and as a result in the uses to which they may be put.

and These differences in bituminous coals are found not only
between seams, but also in different beds of the same seam

atile and not infrequently at the same mine. Differences in rank,

tile. variations within any one rank or grade due to delicate gra-

OUS dations in quality, and the specifications of consumers with

ost respect to quality, size, and quantity all serve to create an

ciii- intricate price structure which does not easily lend itself to

the economic analysis.

en-
ia-

C CONSUMERS OF BITUMINOUS COAL

per Few industrial commodities have so diverse a market or are

n i so widely consumed as bituminous coal. Notwithstanding

vola- substantial economies in coal utilization as well as a consid-

e as erable displacement by competing fuels, bituminous coal
continues to be the principal source of total mechanical

I
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energy in the United States. In 1929, a year of peak indus-
trial activity, the railroads were the largest single group of
consumeis, accounting for approximately 26 per cent of
total consumption exclusive of exports. General maiiufac.
turing industries, next in importance, purchased about i8
per cent. The coke ovens consumed approximately 17 per
cent, the electric utilities 8.6 per cent, the steel works (not
included in 'general manufacturing' above), including also
iron blast furnaces and rolling mills, 41/2 per cent, the
bunker trade 1 J/ per cent, and household and other buyers
about 24 per cent. Approximately 75 per cent of the primary
energy used in manufacturing industries in 1929 was sup-
plied by bituminous coal, and 75 per cent of theenergy used
by public utilities in 1934, and 83 per cent of that used by
railroads for locomotive power in came from hitumi.
IIOUS coal.2

In 1929 eighty-five of the 3,000 odd counties in the United
States consumed about 72 per cent of the coal used in gen-
eral manufacturing establishments, iron and steel mills, gas
plants, railroad shops, and coke ovens.3 About q3 per cent
of this coal was consumed east of the Mississippi River. Two
states, Pennsylvania and Ohio, used 38 per cent, and all the
states north of the Ohio and Potomac Rivers and east of tile
Mississippi about 8o per cent. The 519,555,000 tons of bi-
tuminous coal consumed in that year were distributed to
at least 90,000 carload lot buyers and to millions of house-
hold and small industrial consumers. Every state in the
union used bituminous coal in generating energy for the
production of light, heat, and power.

D DISTRIBUTION OF BITUMINOUS COAL
Bituminous coal is distributed through several channels.
The simplest and most direct marketing arrangement 0-
curs in the case of captive tonnage, i.e., coal shipped l)y
mines to affiliated, controlling, or owning corporations.
2arter vs. Carter, In Equity No. 59374. PP 19 and 20.3 These consumption figures do not include coal used by railroads for loco-motive fuel and coal consumJ by electric utilities, the bunker trade, coalmines, other mines and quarries, and household and miscellaneous users.
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From 20 tO 25 per cent of total tonnage is handled in this

f
way. The rest of the coal is sold either by the sales depart-

ments of operating companies or by separately incorporated

sales agents by independent wholesalers, by dock companies

t i8 (which combine wholesaling in carload lots with retailing).

7per and by retailers. In general, the large companies maintain
flOt their own sales departments and the small companies sell

I. SO through independent wholesalers or jobbers. Retailers, who

. the handle from 15 to 20 per cent of total production purchase

uyers their coal from the mine or the wholesaler, and, in the

mary Northwest, from the dock companies. Very little is known

sup- concerning the amount of coal handled by each type of dis-

used tributor, their methods, or the cost of their services.

ed by Bituminous coal "flows from its many producing fields by

tumi- a maze of hauls and crosshauls to meet in competition for

the markets of the country". In 1929 only about one-fourth

nited of total shipments of bituminous coal were intrastate. The

i gen- rest of the coal, except that used as railway and bunker fuel,

Is, gas moved across state lines to compete with coal from other

cent areas and with other sources of heat and power in the domes-

Two tic fuel markets. Not a single coal producing state supplied

Ii the its entire coal requirements. A fairly rcpresentatiVe city, In-

)f the dianapolis, obtained r per cent of its all-rail coal deliveries

of bi- from Indiana mines and its other shipments from mines in

ed to 25 districts in 8 other states.4

LOUSC-
Producing fields are so widely scattered geographicallY

a the and so numerous, coals vary so markedly in their composi-

r the tion, and freight rates are so high in proportion to the price

of coal that the market areas to which various fields may ship

coal tend to be limited. ConsequentlY there al-c many re-

gional markets, each served at any one time by its own corn-

inels. bination of producing fields. The flow of coal from produc-

it oc- ing fields to various markets, however, does not follow crys-

d by tallized channels. Minor adjustments in mine prices or

Lions.
freight rates may greatly modify the movements.

ir low-
4 F. E. flerquist and Associates, EconomiC Sun'ey oJ the Bituminous Coal

e. i
lndustty under Free Competition ond Code Regulation (National Revery

Administrati011, Division ol Review, March 1936), p- 140.



E THE PRICE STRUCTURE
in the bituminous coal industry there are no 'administered.
prices, unless we so regard the nominal charges (many of
which are merely book values) that captive mines record for
shipments to owning or aflul iated companies. If these may be
called administered prices, then approximately one-fifth of
total production falls in this category. Prices of the rest are
determined under extremely competitive conditions.

in the marketing of bituminous coal we find three typesof price: (i) mine prices, f.o.b. cars, which in capti'e ton-nage may be book transactions or arbitrary prices; (2) theprices reported for commercial coal f.o.b. cars on the track
at destination, fob, piers, f.a.s. ship, and at docks; () re-tail prices, which include the f.o.b. mine price, transportation charges, arid the retailers' margin. The p1-ice charged bythe wholesaler is an f.o.b. mine price which includes hismargin.

Because of the downward trend of prices from 1923 to1932 and the substantial shifts in the flow of coal from pro-ducing fields to consuming markets, the price structure inthis industry has been extraordinarily flexible. At any onetime there are literally thousands of coal prices. The innu-merable price variations may be explained to a considerableextent by the following factors, some of which have been
considered above. Differences in:

the rank or grade of coal
size Specifications
the uses to which coal may be put
the preparation given the coal
the competitive situation within market areas. The pricecharged at the mine on a given day for a given size frequentlyvaries for different markets To illustrate the minimum pricefor lump coal, 4 inch and over, asked by group A mines in theClearfield district of Central Pennsylvania on January 1,S Gardj,. Meap has defjnetj an admjnjeres1 price as one set by adminis-trative action and held Constalit for a period of time. For scientific purposesthere is some doubt as to the value of this concept.

PART ONF
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDUSTRY II
1935 was $2.50 per ton for coal sold to market areas i and sa,
$2.90 for coal shipped to market areas 2 and , and $2.85 for
other market areas. The prices for all classes of mines in the
Clearfield district to market areas i and sa ranged from $2.20
to $2.50 per ton, and those to market areas and 4 from
$2.65 to $2.90.° \'ariations of this kind are characteristic of
the industry and are occasioned by differences in freight
rates, partial absorption of freight rates by operators, loca-
tion, transportation facilities, the competitive situation in
the markets supplied, costs of production, and similar factors.

I) the period covered by the sales contract. Sales of coal in car-
load lots are divided into contract sales and spot sales. The
basis of classification is the time that elapses between the
date of sale and the (late of final delivery, sales requiring
delivery within 30 (lays usually being designated as spot
sales.
the quantity purchased
seasonal fluctuations
the bargaining position of consumers

The trends and differentials in the prices charged for
coals of different grades and ranks, and for different uses,
market areas, types of consumer, etc., have not as yet been
analyzed. This is one of the 'blind spots' that is especially in

need of study and research.
The difficulties inherent in securing satisfactory reports

on coal prices, the inadequacy of present methods of col-
lecting price data, and the need for improving current in-

formation on prices are recognized as fundamental problems
by those who publish prices of coal. The following quota-
tions are typical of statements macic to the Committee dur-
ing the course of its work:

ce "We are having considerable difficulty with bituminous

ily coal prices."
ce "Our experience indicates that coal is one of the most

he difficult commodities for which to get uniform and reliable

price quotations."

us-
6 The mine groups and market areas refer to the cIassifitions established
by the Code Authorities under the Bituminous Coal Code for the purpose

of setting minimum prices.
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"At present, and for some months back, we have been

quoting only coal prices at Chicago for the reasoll the mar-
kets elsewhere have beeii peculiarly difficult tO quote. For
that matter, Chicago is no exception, but we seem to have
been able to get a better coverage there."

F FACTORS THAT DETERMINE PRICE LEVELS
AND PRICING POLICIES

The factors and conditions that affect prices may be groupedas those which are primarily common to the industry atlarge and influence the average level of coal prices, and
those which vary from field to field and determine the pricesa given operation may command. Such a classification ismore or less arbitrary. Obviously both the level of prices inthe industry and a given mine price are interrelated and
are determined by both industry-wide and local or regionalforces and conditions. It is believed, however, that this form
of presentation will help to clarify the price problems thatcharacterize the industry.

CHARAcTERISTICS OF THE INDUSTRY THAT AFFECT THE
AVElGE LEVEL OF COAL PRICF

In this analysis the several factors are grouped according totheir major influence upon capacity and production costsor selling prices and demand. These aspects of price deter-mination interact, of course, and therefore alter the com-ponent forces that affect each.

Factors influencing Capacity and Productjo Costs
Certain factors and conditions are continuously exertingpressure on the owners of coal land to increase existingcapacity and on the operators to produce coal. The moreimportant are:

Abundance and accessibility of coal depositsThis country is well supplied with bituminous coal de-posits. They and the relative ease with which mines may beopened or reopened are
ever-present inducemen to the

J
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDUSTRY 13

owners of coal lands to begin production at the first propi-
tious opportunity.

Cost of holding undeveloped coal lands

A very large portion of our undeveloped coal resources that
are mineable at current price levels are in the hands of
mining companies and individuals. Taxes as well as interest
charges and, in some cases, the cost of supervision are con-
tinually recurring items of expense. Since there is no rev-
enue until coal is marketed, these resources tend to be de-
veloped as soon as a favorable opportunity presents itself.
Often this means a price that gives only a small return above
production costs and carrying charges on outlays for de-
velopment.

Decentralization of the industry
Coal is mined commercially by more than 6,000 mines
scattered over thirty odd states. In 1929 these 6,000 odd
mines were operated by some 4,000 companies. These fig-
ures, however, overstate the degree of decentralization, since
four states (Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky, and
Illinois) produce more than 70 per cent of coal mined
annually. This wide geographic distribution of mines serves
to preclude voluntary concerted action on the part of pro-
ducers to balance capacity with demand or to establish any
semblance of control over prices.

Highly specialized character of the industr9's capital equip-
ment

Mining equipment cannot be used for other purposes, the
costs of development cannot be recovered except by pro-
ducing coal, and overhead and maintenance costs go on
when the mine is closed. In the absence of any regulation of
either capacity or price, mining is continued until not even
the out-of-pocket costs are forthcoming. Should this prac-
lice lead to bankruptcy, the mine is often operated under
new management with greatly reduced capital charges and
is thus able to sell at still lower prices; this aggravates fur-
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ther the economic position of other existing commercial
operations. The ordinary adjustment of capacity to current
demand by means of price changes is thereby hampered.

Time required to develop new mining properties

The process of opening up a new mine takes time, three
years or even longer being required to bring a new mine
up to its maximum rate of production. Once started, the
undertaking is usually completed, and as a result additional
capacity is frequently brought into being several years after
demand has been curtailed. How this factor affects capacity
"is well illustrated by the growth of mine capacity during
the war period. The normal annual 'birth rate' before the
war was about oo new mines of commercial size. In their
first year of production these mines would turn out per-
haps 8 million tons of coal, but by the third year of their
life the same mines would be turning out i8 or 20 million
tons. Now, as soon as the price shot up in 1916 the 'birth
rate' greatly increased. In that year 454 new commercial
mines were opened, and in 1918 the number jumped to
1,57s. . . . The first-year output of the new mines opened
in 1918 was 24 million tons, and their mature output was
probably well over 50 million tons. The figures of new and
abandoned mines show that the properties opened in the
three years igi6 to igi8 so far exceeded those abandoned
during the same time as to add at least 150 million tons to
the annual capacity of an already overdeveloped industry.
But these increments in capacity did not greatly affect the
market until the high price of the war had gone, partly be-
cause of the time required to bring new mines to maturityand partly because when they were projected there was nosurplus of labor to man them. In fact, much of the newcapacity came into mature productivity in the depressionyear 1921, during which the producing power of the indus-
try increased by 64 million tons."

7 D. L. Wing arid F. C. Tryon, The Bj(iimjflo,ss Coal Thdust in Pros-perity and Depression; a paper presentej before the mining session of theAmerican Statistical Awciation, December 28, 1923.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDUSTRY 15

Corn plicated 1ruciure of freight ra!r
Under natural conditions the more distant producing fIelds
would have a haulage cost that would be a heavy liability
except where the coal is of exceptional quality or the bur-
den can be shifted to the wage earners in the form of lower
wages and longer hours. This disadvantage is offset in part
by an intricate structure of freight rates which, by reflecting
factors other than differences in distance of haul, encour-
ages the development of outlying coal resources. By lower
ton-mile rates for long hauls and by the extension of rail-
way facilities to new coal lands, the railroads have made it
possible for coal from remote fields to compete in the nearby
markets of the older fields. Thus the railroads have contrib-
uted materially to the overdevelopment that has charac-
terized this industry throughout much of its history. Be-
cause height charges constitute such a large portion of the
consumer's purchase price and because competition is based
upon the delivered price, freight rates play an extremely
important part in determining the prices, f.o.b. the mine,
for certain markets.

1ncreat' in niechanizalion
Since i 2O extraordinary progress has been made in the
mechanization of mines, in preparing coal for the market,
and in methods of storage. Limitation of space prevents
consideration of the extent and nature of the progress in
the field of engineering. Some idea of these advances may be
obtained from the increase in output per employee. For
the industry as a whole the average output per man per
day rose 32.5 per cent between 1920 and 193 ifrom 4.0 to

5. tons. Employee output has since declined, particularly
m 1934 when the reduction in daily hours of work from
eight to seven caused output per day to fall to 4.4 tons. The
following year daily output increased to 4.5 tons.

Joint costs
While a considerable amount of coal is sold as a mine-run
product, most of it is screened into numerous sizes to meet
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Ct11 l)C J)IOdUCCd without .i icsltiiit (i.e.,

hJYl)Ioduct coalof other size or sizes in adchtion to th J)IiI1ciJ)tl product)costs cannot he definitely allocated. Preparation
practicesaggravate the supply problem in that tile resultant of OIkgroup of mines iiiay be the primary size of other

mines Th
attempt to unload the resultant affects fliaterially

the Illar-ket of the producers whose major output happens to isimilar to the resultant of other mines. This COfldjtj011 af-fects the supply of certain sizes of coal and therefore theprice they can command in the market at a given time. Ad-justments are difficult because the combinat ion of Sizes de-manded is not constant throughout the year.

Other Factors Influencing Selling Prices and Demand
Demand for bituminous coal, which prior to 1919 movedsteadily upward, except for fluctuations with the businesscycle, has in recent years fallen below the 1920-23 average.
The basic forces and conditions that account for this signifi
cant change and that affect the demand for this fuel gen-erally are summarized below:

Character of demand
In the short run, total demand for coal is not likely to be
substantially modified by price changes. Power and heatare items in COnSumption that cannot be dispensed withand shifts to substitute fuels take time. The Consumer'scoal bill Constitutes so small a proportion of his total ex-penses (usually well under to per cent) that there is nostrong incentive to change to competing fuels unless the

price differentials are greatly altered or the supply of coalis frequently cut off by labor disputes. Furthermore, equip-ment generally used to burn coal is too costly to discard andin many instances the expense of adapting it to the use ofother sources of energy is considerable. In addition, becausemine prices Constitute approximately one-half of the de-livered price to large industrial consumers and from one-fifth to one-fourth of the retail price, only substantial ad-
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CHARACTERISTICS OP TIlE 1NbUTRY 17
justmcnts in mine prices materially modify delivered prices.
Over a period of years, however, equipment must be re-
placed. Prolonged high prices, especially when accompanied
by periodic general strikes, may cause shifts to other fuels
and encourage greater care in firing and improvements in
the design of fuel-burning equipment. These may alter ap-
preciably the demand for coal. Post-War developments in
this industry have demonstrated that in the long run de-
mand for bituminous coal is surprisingly flexible.

Seao;iality

Shipments fluctuate from month to month. For the indus-
try as a whole production drops materially in March or
April and continues at a level considerably below the aver-
age for the year until August. The active period is from
September to January or February and sometimes March.
This seasonal pattern of the industry must not be taken as
representative of individual companies or fields. The curve
of monthly shipments varies from field to field, and those
for certain fields, notably the regions supplying the lake
trade, differ widely from that of the industry as a whole.

Decline in the rate of growth of important consuming in-
dustries

As pointed out by F. G. Tryon, the virtual completion of
the railroad net of North America, the shift in manufactur-
ing from crude, heavy products to lighter products requir-
ing less fuel, and the great increase in the volume of second-
ary metal returned by industry in the form of scrap have
definitely retarded the growth of virgin pig iron consump-
tion. As the iron and steel industry has been the second
largest single consumer of bituminous coal, these changes
helped to check the growth in demand that characterized
the coal industry prior to 1919.8 In part this decrease in de-
mand has been offset by gradually increasing consumption
in some of the processing industries. Undoubtedly, the de-

8 The Trend of Coal Demand (Ohio State University Press, Columbus,
1989). pp.6 and 7, and Carter vs. Carter, In Equity No. pp. 6 and
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dine in the rate of growth of population in this country
has retarded the former rapid increase in the consunlptioii
of heat and power for industrial uses.

Cornpelition of other sources of energy

Competing sources of energy, notably oil, gas, and hydro-
electric, listed in the order of importance, have encroached
upon the markets of bituminous coal. Of the annual supply
of energy obtained from mineral fuels and water power in
the United States the percentage contributed by bitumj.
nous coal dropped from 69.5 Ifi 1918 to 46.3 in This
does not mean, however, that competing fuels have directly
displaced bituminous coal to this extent. Much of the
growth in the total energy supply has been due to the ex-
tensive utilization of gasoline in motor vehicles and of oil
and gas for uses that can be said to be merely in indirect
competition with coal. It has been estimated that less than
one-fourth of the 1929 consumption of fuel oil and about
half of the natural gas consumption entered directly into
competition with coal. Much of the fuel and gas that com-
petes with coal is consumed in the Southwest and Far West.

Economies in the use of coal

The largest single factor accounting for declining demand
for bituminous coal is increasing efficiency in the use of
fuel. It began in igog, but its effect upon national demand
was not significant until after 1920 when the post-War price
level was a strong incentive. The average percentage re-
duction in fuel consumed per unit of product between
1909 and 1929 as estimated by F. G. Tryon and H. C. Rogers
is presented herewith. The authors point out that these
savings are due to the cumulative effect of small economies
and the general application of improvements and practices
developed by the more efficient companies. "The aggregate
consumption of fuel and hydro-power in industries and
steam transportation at the efficiencies actually attained in
1929 was only 67 per cent of what it would have been had
9Rei-qws and Assodate, op. cii., pp. 25 and 26.

a
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the wasteful practices of 1909 continued unchanged." 10

Pt1 Data for subsequent years indicate that the movement for
fuel economy has continued, but at a much slower pace.
Materially decreased rates of reduction are shown in the
consumption of coal per unit of product for electric public

ydro- utilities, blast furnaces, and locomotives in freight service.
iched
Ipply
rer
tumi-
This

1.1rec Y
f the
te ex-
of oil
direct In some instances at least a temporary halt in the progress
than of efficiency in the use of coal is indicated.1' Consumption

about of coal per passenger train car-mile by locomotives for
f into passenger service has actually increased because of the re-
corn- duction in number of passenger cars per train and the in-

West. crease in speed.
Economies in the use of coal are also being applied to

households, by means of insulation, more efficient radia-
mand tion, automatic heat controls, and improved standards of
use of furnace construction.'2
mand This analysis of the factors and conditions that influence
price the general level of coal prices indicates, and factual studies

ge re substantiate the conclusion, that, on the one hand, there is
tween continuous pressure on the owners of coal land to increase
ogers existing capacity, and for the operators to continue to sell
these coal at prices that do not cover production costs, and, on

Lornies the other hand, a number of forces and conditions are caus-

actices ing a drastic decline in the rate of increase in the demand
regate for bituminous coal.
!S and The working out of these factors over a period of years

ied in 10 Statistical Studies of Progress in Fuel Efficiency (Transactions, ad World

n had Power Conference, Vol. 6, Sec. 12, 1930), pp. 343-65.
ii Shore, Tryon. and Mann. Minerals Yearbook, 1935. p. 636.
12 Berquist and Associates. op. cii, p. 25.

PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN
FUEl. CONSUMPTION PER UNIT

INDUSTRY OR SERVICE OF PRODUCT 1909-1929

Electric public utility power plants 66
Steam railroads 40
Petroleum refining 36
Iron furnaces, steel works and rollings mills 25
Cement mills 21

All other manufacturing, approximately 21

All industries or services listed above
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has resulted in idle mines and low utilization of capacity.
"From 1900 until the beginning of the World War the per-
centage of capacity utilized was fairly uniform. Since the
World War, demand has been checked at about 500 millioi
tons production, but capacity continued to increase and
reached a peak in 1923. Subsequent liquidation of War-time
capacity improved somewhat the ratio of use to capacity,
but even in 1929 it was not back to the pre-war level. In
that year 17 per cent of the capacity of active mines was
unutihzed, and idle mines would have added another 17
per cent." '

The introduction of the seven-hour day and the five-day
week in April 1934 has tended to reduce excess capacity.
This tendency, however, has beeii offset at least to some
extent by the further introduction of two- or even three-
shift operations. It is frequently asserted that overdevelop..
ment has disappeared. However, in 1935 bituminous coal
mines worked on an average only 179 days or approximately
71 per cent of a full working year of 252 days.' It is a matter
of conjecture whether seasonality in this industry requires
such a large proportion of inactive capacity. Tile mere pres-
ence of surplus capacity as well as more adequate trans-
portation facilities may have encouraged over a period of
years the commercial buyers of bituminous coal to purchase
on a hand-to-mouth basis or to reduce to a minimum the
stock carried in storage.

C11ARAcTERISTIc INFLUENCING CERTAIN MINE PRICES
In the preceding analysis attention was centered on charac-
teristics common to the industry at large. This section will
examine the forces and conditions that vary from field to
field and materially affect the prices a given mine may com-
mand.

'3America's Capacity to Pruducp and .lmerfca'c Capacity to Consume.A digest of the studies made by the llrookings Institution under a grantfrom the Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pa.24 The full working year of 252 days has been computed by taking intoaccount that the wage contract provides For a five-day week and by deduction of the holidays usually designated in the trade agreements.
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Factors influencing Production Costs

Minimum Price Area No. i, established by the Bituminous
Coal Conservation Act of 1955, comprises the producing
fields of Iowa and of all states east of the Mississippi River
except those of Alabama, Georgia, and Southern Tennes-
see. In 1934 it produced 89 per cent of the total output of
the United States. Its production costsper ton of coal mined
by commercial operations (Table 2), which do not include

TABLE 2

Production Costs Per Ton of Coal Mined by Commercial
Operations in Minimum Price Area No. i, 1934

'Compiled by the Industrial Research Department, University of Penn-
sylvania, from Bulu,ninous Coal Code Stalistics, '93; 10 1935 (Division of
Research and Planning, NRA). Minimum Price Area No. i comprises the
coal field.c of Iowa and of all states east of the Mississippi River except
those of Alabama, Georgia, and Southern Iennessee.

I

COST ITEMS

Labor

DOI.LkRS
PER TON

PFRCEN1AcE
OF TOTAL

Dayinen .3784 23.9
Mining .5264 33.3
Yardage and deadwork .0560
Mine supervisory and derical .00

Total labor cost 1.0519
Supplies

All supplies except power and fuel ..60 u.s
Power purchased .0670 4.3
Mine fuel .0097 o.6

Total mine supplies .2527 u6.o

Other Production Costs
Salaries and expenses .0213 14
Taxes .0229 1.5
Insurance .0(173 04
Depredation .0891 5.6
Royalties .0523 3.3
Compensation insurance .0486 3.1
Depletion .0425 2.6
Company house expense (less income) -.0023 -0.1
Mine office, code authority, and operators

association dues .0167 1.1

Unassigned credit -.00i8 -o.i
Total other production costs .2962 i8.8

Total Production Costs 1.5808 (00.0
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selhug costs, administrative expenses. interest on invest-
ments, and most taxes, disclose the importance of labor
costs in this industry. Approximately two-thirds of proctuc-
tion costs were paid out in wages and salaries; 60.7 per cent
were paid to workers other than supervisory and clerical
employees. The cost of supplies amounted to i6 per cent,
of which 70 per cent was for supplies other than power and
fuel. Of the other production costs, which accounted for
about ig per cent of total production costs, 62 per cent was
set aside for depreciation, royalties, and depletion.

Average costs for so large an area conceal the great varia-
tions in costs from district to district and field to field, as is
shown by Table . Not only are there marked differences in
the important cost items among districts but also among the
component fields of a given district.

The factors that account for these variations are:

Geological factors and conditions

Natural conditions such as the thickness, pitch, faults, and
irregularities of the seam, purity of the coal (that is, free-
dom from such foreign bodies as slate, sulphur balls, and
flinty nodules), roof and floor conditions, drainage, relative
hardness of coal are major determinants of cost. These con-
ditions, when they deviate from the optimum, adversely
affect output per man per day, labor and supply costs, and
the economic use of machine loading.

Degree of mechanization

Companies that can introduce mechanical loading and
otherwise mechanize the mining processes are able to in-
crease output per man per day and to lower their labor
cost. As pointed out above, the economic use of mechanical
loading is limited by seam conditions.

Differences in the rates of ay and the proportion of wage
earners employed in different occupational groups

Standard wage rates are not in effect throughout the indus-
try. The rates of piece workers usually vary from district to
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24 PART ONE

district, among the fields within a given district, and some-

times at a given mine. Even the rates of the men who arc
paid by the day are not standard throughout the industry.
Important differentials in day rates prevail not only be-
tween the North and the South but also between groups of
fields in both the northern and southern areas and between
the districts or groups of fields in the East, the Middle West,
and the Far West. The division of work between mining,
cutting, and loading employees and the day men also varies
by districts. These differences may influence labor costs.

Differences in operating time per month

Per ton production costs for coal rise with great rapidity as
the number of tipple starts approaches zero, because the cost
items on a fixed lump-sum basis, as well as Sunday and
holiday costs and idle-day labor and supply costs, constitute
a growing proportion of total per ton costs as the number
of days worked during a given period falls. Tipple time
fluctuates from month to month and varies by districts,
fields, and mines. The differences may be accounted for by
the factors that affect the demand for particular coals at
given prices and by loss of time due to accidents at the mine,
car shortage, lack of sufficient labor, and strikes or lock-
outs.

Miscellaneous factors

Other factors also influence production and total costs:

Type of mining, i.e., whether shaft, drift, slope, or surface
Age of mine and character of mining, i.e., whether mining
on the advance or the retreat, or robbing pillars
Variations in payments for royalties, in the amounts set
aside for depletion and depreciation and in salaries paid to
executives and officials
Differences in the amount of preparation given to the coal
Efficiency of labor
Efficiency of management
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Degree of obsolescence of mining equipment
Depth of mine
Rate of employee compensation insurance
State and local taxes
Amount of reserve acreage

Factors influencing Selling Prices and Demand
Some of the forces and conditions that determine whether
a given operator can sell his products in competition with
other producers and other sources of energy are:

Quality of the coal

As pointed out in Section B, coals differ in chemical con-
position, physical structure, burning characteristics, and as
a result in the uses to which they may be put. This factor is
of especial importance.

Location of the mine

Location is closely related to freight differentials which de-
termine accessibility to coal markets. Coals produced in
outlying fields away from the large consuming markets are
at a disadvantage unless offsetting factors are present. Mines
with access to several railroads or to both rail and water or
ocean transportation are in a more advantageous position.

Competitive situations in the markets supplied
Some markets and market areas obtain coal from many
fields. Moreover, all markets are not affected to the same
extent by inroads of competing sources of energy and by
economies in the use of coal.

Changes in the sizes of coal demanded

These changes affect certain fields whose coal is not sufil-
ciently firm in structure to make screening profitable be-
cause of degradation resulting from handling. As a result,
mines in these fields cannot take advantage of the market
for household sizes.
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Types of consumer

Household buyers pay higher prices and their purchases are
less affected by depressions thaii are those of most other
buyers of coal. Even among the carload lot buyersone would
expect considerable variation in the response of purchases
to the ebb and flow of business cycles. Certainly the amount
of coal sold to public utilities would be less affected by a
depression than that sold to manufacturing establishments.

Changes in the freight rate structure

The present complicated structure of freight rates on bitu-
minous coal is the result of frequent adjustments to meet
changing conditions in the industry over many decades.
The extension of railway facilities to new fields far from
the important consuming markets led to the establishment
of lower ton-mile rates for long hauls, which made it possible
for some of the outlying fields, notably those in Southern
West Virginia, Eastern Kentucky, and Southern Illinois to
encroach on the important coal markets formerly supplied
by the older and more strategically located fields. The dif-
ferentials in freight rates that had evolved over many years
have been modified from time to time, affecting markedly
the competitive position of competing fields. It is because
minor adjustments in these rates may give rise to impor-
tant modifications in the movement of coal that changes
in the freight rate structure are so important to those whose
livelihood depends on the mining of coal.

Competing forms of transportation
Competing forms of transportation also affect the price
structure and the movement of coal from producing fields
to markets. An outstanding example is the increase in the
movement of southern coals to New York and New Eng-
land via Hampton Roads and coastwisc barges and the de-
cline in the all-rail movement from Central Pennsylvania
to these same markets. Since 1929 the trucking of coal has
gained substantially. Although in '9M only 5.4 per cent of
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the total coal landed at the mines for shipment was handled
by trucks, the continued growth of this form of transporta-

lare tion may essentially influence the ability of competing fields
to sell in important consuming markets.

)uId
ales The preceding analysis suggests the complexity of the
punt problems with which a program of research must deal. In

a addition to the natural conditions, most of which vary from
field to field and materially influence the cost of produc-
tion, there are economic forces, many of which are more or
less common to all coal fields hut vary markedly in duration,

itu degree, and intensity. This combination of factors has
eet created intense competition and has led to ruinous price-

deS. cutting except during periods of shortages or when the in.
corn dustry was subject to governmental control. This situation
tent has been further aggravated by a high and even increasing
ible degree of seasonality. During many years the industry has
em been characterized by idle mines, idle men, and low re-
s to turns to wage earners, producers, and investors. And the
lied consumer has not derived the degree of benefit that it is
dii- generally believed he obtains from free competition, since
ears mine prices are only about half of the delivered price to
dly large industrial consumers and from one-fifth to one-fourth
use of the retail price.
or- The forces and conditions described above have not, of
ges course, had the same effect on all fields and areas. On the
ose contrary, certain areas have improved their position rela-

tively, and, during many years, absolutely. Consequently,
research, to be effective, should concern itself at the outset
primarily with major producing and marketing egions

ice and with specific functions and aspects of production, dis-
lds tribution, and consumption. rather than with the industry
the as a whole.
ng-
de-
nia
has
of




